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Editorial :

Our first meeting for 1986 will be held in the customary meeting
place - the Board room of the Australian Insurance Employees Union,
310 Queen Street, on Tuesday, 18th February at 7.4-5pra.
The speaker will be Les Barnes, official historian of the

municipality of Brunswick.

His topic "A Political History of Brunswi ck".

We have two interesting evenings ahead of us.

In two month's time,

in April, Carolyn Rasmussin will give her impressions arising from
her recent stay in the United States, of the social and day to day
life of the American people. This will be on a question and answer
basis.

We hope you can attend both discussions.

Finances of Branch

On the 9th December 1985 our credit balance in the current account

was $190.55. On the 1st February 1986 it is $628.61. That
increase is the result -of the excellent response to the subscription
notification. One of our subscribers claimed that the subscription

of $3 a year was the bargain of the year.

Qiite a number sent

donations which are votes of confidence.

As a result of legacies by three of the founding fathers of the
Branch, Sam Merrifield, Bert Payne and Tom Audley, plus a surplus
from the sale of a Special Recorder, we also have $2,500 on
Term Deposits in the Commonwealth Bank.

As compared to most governments our financial position is healthy.
The Late Harry H.Pearce and Creina E.Pearce

The ashes of the late Harry Hastings Pearch (1897-198-^) and

Creina Elizabeth Pearce, nee Traill (189^-1986) were scattered by
the Lawson Memorial in Footscray Park at the annual meeting of the

I
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Henry Lawson Memorial and Literary Society on 2nd February, 1986.
Harry Pearce was an enthusiastic student of Labour history,
particularly of the Gold Rush years and was a regular attender at
the meetings of the Melbourne Branch of the Australian Society for
the Study of Labour History.

His biography written by Nigel Sinnott was published in the Recorder
about twelve months ago.
Annual General Meeting

At the annual general meeting of the Melbourne 'Branch the following
members were elected to executive posts.

John Arrowsmith

Chairperson

Peter Love

Vice-Chairperson

716-2281

Lloyd Edmonds

Secretary-Treasurer

337-7554.

Jack Hutson

Fxocutivo mornber

836-8327

Jim Garvey
Dick Curlewis
Ian Brarsgrove

"
"
"
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^

Phone (E) 4.19-4-4.81

"
"
"
-X-
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435-2882
729-5549
460-7705
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.Pook Review

& Dr Jim & Rex & Lionel & All : the CIA, organised
crime & arms dealers
The Loans Affair Conspiracy.
By DENIS FRENEY.

Denis Freney's self-published and authorised publication, completed
in the year of the tenth anniversary of the sacking of the Whitlam
Labor government, offers his readers a well researched analysis
I'he events that led to the dismissal of the first Labor government
since the second world war.. His analysis differs from the "instant

books" published on the crisis; or that offered by Labor parliament
arians.

Freney looks at powerful forces other than what has been

hitherto published about the dismissal e.g. political parties and

government bureaucracies and the role they play in the parliamentary
arena.

The result is awesome in the telling.

But first it must be said that conservative critics of this type
of analysis will dismiss the book on the basis of a narrow
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'conspiracy theory'. I tend to agree with Reney that "only the
naive or innocent believe that all political events result from

activities played out publicly with all the cards on .the table".''
Lets look at the events that led to the destablisation of the
Whitlam Labor government.

Who can forget the Khemlani Affair ? The chapter on Kheralani reveals
his activities as a "commodities dealer" since I964. up until his

meeting with Rex Connor in 197.;. The lifestyle of such commodity
dealers attracts the attention of intelligence services around the
world, particularly when dealing with strategic materials. We
are then, introduced to the shadowy world of a venal milieu made

up of arms dealers, crooked legal and business people, drug dealers,
the notorious Nugan Hand Bank and intelligence services.
Their inter-connections form the basis of the intricate threads

that Freney draws together from which emerges a startling picture
of corruption that may even surprise the most cynical among us.
The Harris Affair. This dentist turned business person and land
developer and Carlton football head of a 'reform group' said at
the time of his appointment in 196.; "I'm not interested in
popularity, only success. And I'm very fond of success. It's
hard to be a success and a nice fellow at the same time. I do

what I have to do, and-if it means that people get hurt, well
that's too bad".
Harris was involved in obtaining a letter
(illegally) authorising the raising of loans from Dr Jim Cairns and
which was used later on to bring about the resignation of Dr Cairns
from the Ministry.

The Cowls Affair had similar intentions to that of the Harris
affair. Cowls used Dr Cairn's son Phillip to discredit Dr Cairns.
The combination of forged telexes that followed the Harris affair
further damaged the standing of Cairns and therefore the Whitlam
government.

The Transia Affair contains names of prominent Australian business
people who had connections with opposition politicians. Transia

also proposed overseas fund raising to Treasury which was rejected.
However, the people involved in this affair were accused of

funding Khemlani" and reappear in other loans affair conspiracies.
1. p.2

2. p.13
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The CIA Bank get In the act. This chapter is revealing because of

its expose of blatant provocation in the issuing of forged letters
"on behalf of the Australian government" to raise sham loans "but
it had it's purpose - yet another 'piece of paper' and another
3

'scandal' to fill the newspapers for a couple of days".

This bogus afSiir came 8 months after the meeting with Connor and
Khemlani.

The press hysteria at this time was almost deafening.

The Fancher Affair involves the Queensland government making

unsubstantiated allegations based on evidence provided by one,
W. H.Fancher about secret commissions and kickbacks that the Labor

government was alleged to be involved in.

The media was by now

presenting the loans affair in an even more sinister light.

Once again phoney telexes were purported to exist but this time
they ware never produced despite expensive trips to Switzerland

to retrieve them (and paid for by the Queensland people).
Investigations by the Fraser govornmont in 1976 discovered that there
was no basis to Fancher's allegations.

The Fischer Affair or "Iraqi Loans Affair".

In 1976 after Kerr

dismissed the Labor government, the ALP found itself in serious
financial difficulty.

The result was the Iraqi T.oans Affair which

sought to raise funds for the forthcoming election.

In retrospect

that episode must be seen in the light of desperate people seeking
to retain intact perhaps the very existence of the political wing

of the Labour Pary itself.

The other players in that fund

raising effort are interesting to observe in the light of the
present day leadership.

The Ceruto Affair brings into sharp focus the connections between

organised crime, corrupt business operators and intelligence services,
These powerful alliances play havoc with governments and individuals
who aspire to power if the aspirants are unsuitable to such an
alliance.

Chapters 11 & 12 further analyse the inter-connections of the
above forces which operate outside the perceived power structures
of the State.

The links between organised crime and intelligence

services do not exist only at a national level.

The inter

national links listed are Interesting to observe.

3. p.29
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Chapters 13 & 14. tie up the ends of this most courageous publication
which at times reads like a thriller.

Notions of fiction being more interesting that fact will be
dispelled after reading this book.
"Get Cough"

0/- Denis Freney,

Reviewed by Valerie Richards

P.O. Box A716,
SYDNEY SOUTH, N.S.W. 2000

EAST BOURKE ELECTORATE — The Cradle of the safe Labor seat of
Brunswick,'

When constitutional government was granted to Victoria in 1856, the
Legislative Assembly Electorates were arranged in copy of the
English style. The representation was on a basis of counties and
boroughs. As the Bourke county contained the bulk of the electors

it was divided. East Bourke became the electorate covering the
northern suburbs of Melbourne. Adult male suffrage was legislated
in 1858 and the electorate was swollen by the addition of thousands
of working class voters. A redistribution was held and the three

suburbs of Brunswick, Northcote and Pentridge (Coburg) were cut
off from the East Bourke electorate and constituted into the
electorate of East Bourke Boroughs.
Self-employed workers

It was an electorate dominated by small self— employed workers.
In Brunswick which was the largest part of the electorate, small
self-employed brickmakers and potters were dominant.

and Pentridge
worked for 1he
while overall
establishment

Northcote

while still rural were largely labouring classes who
small farmers, or were small farmers themselves,
were the small shopkeepers, radical to a man, antiand predominantly non-conformist in religion. Such

people are solid Liberal voters.
Richard Heales

Political parties were still ill-defined and nostly groups of
politicians who grouped around an able man who expressed their views.
East Bourke boroughs in the 1859 election elected one of these,
Richard Heales, a working coach builder who had risen to the position
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He was a Protectionist and a land

reformer and had been elected leader of the Liberals at an "unusual

for the times caucus meeting".

won easily enough.

He had very little opposition and

In 1861 he won again this time quite easily,

largely from Brunswick votes.

It is interesting to record that at

Northcote he polled 107 to only 3 of his opponent.

Heales died in 1864. and the Liberal Party fell into the hands of
politicians who were more concerned with office than issues.

They

made protection an issue but it was a protection that could not

suit the protectionists.

Still it brought the government into

conflict with the Legislative Council and captured the imagination
of the electors.

Heales' successor as Liberal member was Cope

who fell in 1868 to a consnrvativo. Colonel Champ, former Governor

of Pentridge. Put Chaijp did not suit the electorate and he was
followed by William LotSb, Brunswick horse breeder and for a time by
Higinbotham who couldn't sbomacf.. caucus discipline and soon got out.
East Bourke Boroughs fdund i i.s ideal member in 1 875 when it elected

W.M. Cook, of Noi'tii Melboui-ne.

A young man of no great personality,

a mediocre speaker and very quiet in attitude, he was solid,

reliable and had a clear undorstanding of his class position.

He

held the seat throughout the political troubles of the late 1870's

and only differed with hi/ parcy when in the early IBRO's it began
to dally with the Syme idea of a Coalition vith the Conservatives to

steer Victoria through the great prosperity of the Land Boom days
of the 1880's.

Cook would not have a bar of a Coalition with the class enemy. David Syme decided he must go.
Professor Pearson, a professed
ideologue of the Liberal Party shifted from his seat at Castlemaine

and in the elections cjf THB 1 wi tfi fu 1 I suppor t from David Syme,
and raising.the banner of Coalition, ousted the solid Cook.
Rise of Industry

In the 1 880's boom, Victorian industrial Capitalism was really
born and East Bourke Boropglis saw the rise of great industrial
I

undertakings like Hoffman', Cornwalls, Butlers and Barkly in
Brunswick. At Ithe same time the demand for building materials was
\
so great that the little brjickyards
of Brunswick also boomed and
increased in numbers.

In tlp^i-.e con f] i t.i on s the Coalition won the
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elections of 1886 and 1889 quite easily and Pearson had no trouble
in holding his seat.

But the boom days were to pass. Employers in 1890 attacked workers*
conditions which resulted in the Maritime strike and in 1891 the

building employment ceased. In 1892 a writer stated that a third
of Brunswick's labour force had left the town.
National Liberal Ministry

With the basis of the petty bourgeoisie gone, radical politics

revived, this time on a proletariat basis. Many of the former

petty bourgeois being proletarianised. At first the political world
wanted to revenge itself on the Coalition. It was kicked out in
1890. Munro, one of the most culpable of Land Boomers formed a
National Liberal ministry to arrest Victoria from the soup. He
didn't have an idea and in 1892 he was replaced by Shiels, a
former anti-coalitionist conservative. He had less and it became

quite obvious that the people had to fend for themselves.
Retistribution - Results

Pearson got out, like all others he didn't have a clue. A ,
reditribution of seats had given East Bourke Boroughs an extra
seat. The Liberals proposed to fill these two seats with
David Methven a local Brunswick quarryman and a self-made business
man and Sir Graham Berry, the former Liberal leader who,

discredited by his association with the Land Boom was now looking
round for a seat.

The Labour movement had decided to have a say.

Melbourne Trades Hall Council sponsored a Progressive Political

League which had a branch in Brunswick. It considered that
Berry was good enough for it and contented itself with endorsing
him. Both Berry and Methven were elected and Labor had to wait.
Not for long. Shiels the Liberal premier was soon followed by a
conservative Patterson who 'solved' the financial crisis by calling

a Bank Holiday which ruined thousands. A new Liberal leader emerged,
with a popular appeal and a conservative policy up his sleeve.
Progressive League

This time the Progressive League decided to have its own candidate.
The man selected was James Hume Cook, a member of the Social
Democratic Federation and it endorsed Berry. Cook and Berry won.
The venture was not succes^l. Turner, the new Liberal Premier got

rid of a potential rival by making Berry Speaker which meant he no
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longer spoke for his electors while Cook settled down to b« an
ordinary member.

When the election fell in 1897, Labor was

better organised and not as docile.

It had a regular Branch now

and the members decided to plump for Cook, leaving the voting of
another option. The conservatives sponsor-ed Dnvld hennessy who
could draw the Roman Catholic vote in Brunswick where sectarian

feeling had reached violent heights.

Hennessy drew off the

Catholics and Labor voters did not jump, they voted for Methven
the Liberal as well as Cook.
Radical Candidate

wins

The result was that both candidates won and Sir Graham Berry went
down to his last defeat.

It is said that he was so upset that he

could not thank the voters at the declaration of the poll.

He

went out the side door of thf: building and caug?it a cab home.
Cook on his part joined tdie I , i been Is even a ceeji ti ng minor ofrico

in a Conservative cabinet.

Ih was left, to the electors to revenge

themselves in 1900 when a radical candidate backed by the Labor
machine defeated him.

Labor Break.s through

Labor broke through in 1902 when Frank Anstey won the second seat,
Methven winning the first.

completely Labor.

E'y this time the electorate was

It was predominatly working class - even rural

Coburg was becoming built up and pro!etarianised.
destined to win both seats.

But Labor was not

A redistribution of 1903 abolished the

seat, breaking it up into the electorates of Brunswick and Jika Jika

with Coburg passing to Essendon.
By [,es Barnes

Anarchism in Australia ; A brief history - from an extract titled

Libertarian Workers Bulletin, May, 1985.

By Bob James

Anarchists have had to contend with misunderstanding, deliberate

and accidental, some of i h n.ol f-i nducod, throughout their history.
Differences of opinion within anarchism concerning its form and its
content and some with

the moans towards and some with the substance

of anarchist society tfirow up the question of definition - what is
an anarchist anyway ?

Ttiey also throw up the question of who is to

decide, for the biggest stumbling block to the wider acceptance
of what is a very simple idea - personal autonomy w'thin a functioning
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Non-hierarchical, caring society - has been the sUgraa of having

?

drunks and maniacs of various kinds described as anarchists, and/

or people in search of notoriety, release from demons, poverty or
frustration calling themselves anarchist. These quesitons of
personal and group identity are central to the expei'ience as well
as to the recording of anarchism.
Who is an Anarchist ?

At the two ends of the chronological scale are examples of persons
labelled anarchist by others - the Aboriginals and Malcolm Fraser,
one-tins conservative Prime Minister.

Between these two extremities

of Australian history there are many outcrops of interest.

I can

only refer here to some of the most prominent, all yet to be mjned
for their undoubtless riches. Leaving to one side the squatters,
gold-miners and others before 1886 who have been also described as

anarchic, official anarchist history began on 1 May, in that year
when the Melbourne Anarchist Club formed as an off-shoot of the

Australasian Secular Association.

Prominent in the club were David

Andrade, follower of the line laid down by Proudham and Benjamin
Tucker, 'Chummy' Fleming, and Jack Andrews who introduced a sophistic
ated communist-anarchism to the Club's discu^ons. People reached
and influenced by anarchist propaganda included some of the founders

of the Australian Labor Party, people who attempted large scale
commune and co-operative projects and people who worked with the
unemployed and the lowest paid labourers.

The 1880's and 1890's was the first time in Australia, but not the

last, that anarchists were harassed and jailed for being anarchists
and other radicals were intimidated away from the non-hierarchical
form of organisation.

Andrews died in 1903 of consumption, Andrade in 'a home' in 1929,

but Fleming continued active until his death in 1950, energising
groups, fighting conscription and constantly antagonising his more
centralist comrades.
Cherphez

la Femme

Female anarchists are virtually impossible to ascertain in this early
period because of restrictions on their making public statements.

•
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So far also lost sight but bncfjming more yie.iblo ;iro t?io non-

English speakers who included refugees from northern hemisphere
trouble-spots, Utopians coming to Australia to establish new

societies and temporary visitors.

This last group included Marie

Danhard, once married to Max Stirner, Francesco Ferrier visiting
his daughters in Victoria, and Louise Michel on her way back to
France from the prison in New Caledonia.

This flow continued into

the twentieth century, two of the most prominent being John Olday,
artist, song-writer and attempted assassin of Hitler, and Bill
Dwyer, LSD seller and devotee of the 1960s counter - culture.
The IWW

The IWW, forecast by William Lane in the 1890s, first appeared in
Australia in 1907, but as in other countries, became the focus of

attention of police and court authorities during the mass hysteria
produced by the Russian revolutionary turmoiI. Again, the result

of this attention was to deny tiie libertarian approach any legitimacy
and to force potential radicals into the more monolithic approaches
of various Communist sects.

Other Libertarians, not prepared to bake up hard-line centralist
approaches developed less politically sensitive lifestyle forms of
anarchism, such as modornl ;'. l> aruJ sur foa i i s t ai'L, m usl c/poo t ry and
street theatre and a sexually-freer bohemianism. This continued
well into the 1960s when the women's movement discredited the

one-sided nature of male-dominated anarchism up to that time and the

emptiness of economic affluence alienated masses of the young.
Again, the more militant European tradition was evident in the activities

from the late 1920s, the anti-Fascist groups especially Italians, who

demonstrated, produced newspapers and organised discussion groups right
around Australia, but particularly in Melbourne and North Queensland.
The Flame is Alive

The constant discrediting of the libertarian approach, along with the
corrupting effects of materialism has, today, produced a situation
in which the 'official' anarclri st movement is largely out of touch

with a fragile but wide-sp:ead self-help network of peace activists,
street people, feminists and counter-culture activists.

Nevertheless

the bookshops, discussion groups and isolated publishing ventures
have kept the flame alive and made possible the consta± opposition
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which has permeated the lives of many thousands of people and
encouraged them to explore self-managed alternatives.
There is no reason to believe that the 'official' and the

'unofficial' anarchist networks cannot become more closely aligned
in the future for mutual benefit in the second hundred years of
anarchism in Australia.
•K
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REPORT ON MELBOURNE'S FIRST MAY DAY MARCH

The Age. Monday, May 1st, 1893.

An open air meeting was held yesterday on the south bank of the

Yarra to formally celebrate for the first time in this colony what
is known in European countries as "Labor Day".
It has been arranged that sympathisers with the movement should meet
at te Burke and Wills statue at 2 o'clock.

About half an hour after

that time there were some 2'jiJ men at the i-endezvous, and about twice
as many apparently careless onlookers.

A little later a move was made to the Yarra Bank.

The Knights of

Labour, members of the Single Tax league, Melbourne Democratic

Club and the unemployed fell into a straggling procession, which
wended its way down Bourke street and over Princes bridge. The

behavious of those forming the procession was quite orderly. When
the men defiled onto the> river tow-path two red flags were
unfurled to the accompaniment of a feeble cheer, and the procession
moved on to the open spot just opposite the Government House grounds.
There a platform and the regulation table had been arranged, and
by this time there may have been some 800 men present, half of whom,
at least, were intent on nothing more revolutionary than passing an
idle hour of a Sunday afternoon.
A brass band played the Marseillaise and other selections of music.

The meeting was presided over by Mr Max Hirsch, around whom were
gathered several leaders of the unemployed.
The Chairman said that a meeting had been called in order demonstrate

the awakening of Labor to a sense of its duties and of its rights.
The day they were celebrating marked the upheaval of the laboring
masses all over the world.

Those who were present were but a small
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battalion of the great army that held its review; but the same
thoughts, the same hopes and the same aspirations that filled their
breasts would find a response in the bosoms of the multitudes who

were assembled that day in every country and in every clime.

In

every language of the civilised world there arose that day a demand for

justice and for right. (Hear,hear).

There arose a declaration, that

although seas and montains divided them, there was a band which
united the nations of the world - the brotherhood of labor.

Too

long, far too long, had the masses of the peo-ple meekly bowed their
necks to the burdens which had been laid upon them.

With infinite

toil and striving they had at last achieved some measure of political
right and some voice in the management of their common affairs.
That recognition they were determined to extend until the full

principle was acknowledged that inasrnucli as all men had equally
to obey the laws, so had all men an equal title to join in the making
of these laws.

(Hear, hear).

That right could not much longer be withheld. The full recognition
of the equal right of all men to a voice in political affairs was
near being conceded. This, country, beyond all countries in the
world, was aware as a community that unjust laws must injure every
class in the commonwealth. What had become of the wealth that had
been extracted from the sweat of the people's brow ?
It had

vanished like a dream, leaving nothing behind it but troubles and
cares. Where was the happiness of the men who, although they were
clad in fine linen and fared sumptuously every day, were yet aged
before their time with monetary worries ? The growth of injustice

could not produce good fruit, neither could security arise out of

legalised theft, (hear,hear). The unrivalled natural resources of
this country, the gifts which the Creator had showered upon us,
were barren today. The hands of the monopolists were upon them,
and labor was excluded from their enjoyment.

The workers were

deprived of the enjoyment of the wealth which thy made, and

stagnation, universal stagnation, was the result.

But those who

suffered most from deeds of injustice, the masses of the people,

had worse things to complain of.

From year to year the army of

men who were denied the privilege of earning the bread which they
and their children wanted was increasing. By the thousand could
be counted the men who could contribute by their labor to the

wealth of the country, and who were yet condemned to slow starvation.
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The civilisation concerning which we boasted degraded thousands
upon thousands of fellow men and women below the level of the
meanest savage. Against that system they raised their voices in

protest. That crime they were sworn to abolish. They called for

reform, and not for revolution, (hear, hear). They were not waging
war against individuals, but against unjust laws. Those laws they
intended to repeal, and they know that they could repeal them in a
con^tutional manner. Whether the same could be said for the

workers in older■countries was, at least, doubtful; but they
hoped that their example and the work which they would accomplish
would save their brethren in older countries from the worst of all
evils, a social revolution.

Mr D. Finn said he was glad to see so many present taking part in
a general movement which must result in the ultimate emancipation
of humanity.

He moved

"That this meeting sends fraternal greetings to the workers
of all lands, and rejoices that the celebration of labor
day by the workers of the world has become a bond of

international brotherhood and a sign of impending
emancipation. Mr Finn said that all thoughtful
must today have come to the conclusion that the
movement was international. It must be realised
interests of Labor in all lands were identical,

men
labor
that the
and that

the only enemies which the workers had belonged to the
exploiting and expropriating and monopolistic classes.
Even the most conservative of thinkers believed that the
present system of society was wrong and rotten, as the

condition of things forced the masses of the people to
resort to crime to make a livelihood. Something like a
revolution was necessary to bring about a better result.

His resolution was intended to encourage his fellow wage
slaves all over the world to combine to abolish the

capitalistic system. Let all workers in Victoria agree on
a political platform, embracing "one man, one vote", equal
electoral districts, annual parliaments and the entire and
total abolition of the Upper House. Then the administration
of the State would approximate to democratic government."
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Mr H. Leonard seconded the motion. He addressed the meeting as
"friends and comrades in the great army of discontent". On behalf

of the Knights of Labor, he said, he desired to tender all a happy
new year. This was the birthday of a new unionism that considered
every man was a brother in the army of emai.cipation. In Australia

we must be ruled either by an oligarchy or an absolute democracy.
They would not accept the former without a struggle, and they
thought that with strenuous effort the latter might be achieved.
Mr C. Drake supported the motion. He delivered some verses
appropriate to the celebration, the last two lines of which were

"Australia, youngest born, comes forth America to mate.
The problems of the world are solved when workers federate".
The motion was carried unanimously.
Mr R.Houston moved

That this meeting declares Mm- .u]ijal rigliL of .-,11 men to the
natural opportunities of wealth, that it recognises land
monopoly as the main cause of existing .social injustice,
misery, vice and crime, and that it therefore demands the
gradual nationalisation of the land by means of a tax on
its rental value, all improvements being exempted.

A more important or far-reaching resolution coi..ld not be moved at
any gathering. The great fact that the land in most countries was
held by a few, and that the misery, want and crime of the world

was held by the best authorities to be due to this, invested again
a general expression of opinion against that state of things with
importance. The workers here should imitate those of South

Australia, by whoroexertions at the last elections the plutocratic
owners of the land had been thrown out. (hear, hear).

Mr. H.Taylor, of South Australia, seconded "the most important
resolution of the day". He called it "most important" because
until the workers were unable to bring its objectives about, in
vain would be their labor contests with their emplcjers and
their political contests with the monopolists.
To be continued.

L!,oyd Edmonds,

93 Roberts Street,
KpSEN DON. 30-40

Fhone 337 755-4.

